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Abstract

To support the integration of existing programs into
multidisciplinary applications, we have constructed
the Multidisciplinary Application Runtime System
(MARS). MARS supports legacy code integration, het-
erogeneous execution environments, conditional execu-
tion �ows, dynamic module invocation and realignment,
and dynamic binding of I/O paths. It also provides a
simple speci�cation language to script the overall execu-
tion of the multidisciplinary application. In this paper
we describe extensions to the MARS system to support
dynamic expansion of individual modules in a pipelined
multidisciplinary application. Speci�cally, we focus on
the software infrastructure needed to support dynamic
module expansion in a pipelined multidisciplinary ap-
plication.

1 Problem

There is an increasing trend towards building large mod-
els by coordinating a set of existing applications rather
than creating new ones. This trend permits the creation
of coordination models that can solve larger and more
complex problems. Coordination models and applica-
tions are often used by the scienti�c community because
expert knowledge in one �eld, as embodied in an appli-
cation, can be combined with knowledge from another
�eld to solve problems of increasing scope. These types
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of coordination models are called multidisciplinary op-
timization problems and the resulting coordinated ap-
plications are referred to as multidisciplinary applica-
tions (MDAs). Many of the available components used
to build an MDA are heterogeneous in terms of source
language, data format, and scope of functionality. Thus,
coordinating such applications requires a sophisticated
software infrastructure.

One example of an MDA problem is aircraft design,
which requires expertise from many di�erent areas of
expertise, including structural design, thrust, air�ow,
control, and lift, with each discipline creating its own
application. By combining all of these applications, the
problem of designing an aircraft becomes simpler be-
cause each task is integrated into a single MDA.

In general, the construction of an MDA must deal
with three problems: managing concurrency and par-
allelism, data exchange, and functional control. For
traditional methods of building MDAs, managing con-
currency usually consists of serializing the component
modules to ensure consistency, though at the cost of
wasted parallelism and lower e�ciency. Data exchange
is commonly done via the underlying �le system, re-
sulting in slow data communication between the mod-
ules. Functional control is responsible for tasks such as
module invocation and termination, and is typically ac-
complished with native script languages or system calls.
Overall, the existing methods for building MDAs rely on
a set of techniques and tools that are not designed or
optimized to make building an MDA easy nor to make
the resulting MDA e�cient.

The Multidisciplinary Application Runtime System
(MARS) was designed to provide a software infrastruc-
ture for simplifying the design and improving the ef-
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�ciency of multidisciplinary applications. To this ex-
tent, it provides for concurrency & parallelism, data
exchange, and functional control. It supports abstract
data communication on asynchronous partially ordered
channels, remote service requests, dynamic module in-
vocation and various other primitives, control and anal-
ysis.

MARS is used as a composition tool, bringing ap-
plications from various disciplines together to form an
MDA. Each application is transformed into a module
and connected to another to form a pipeline through
which the data is processed. Pipeline expansion refers
to creating multiple instances of a particular module
so that bottlenecks can be avoided. The software au-
tomatically maintains status of the expanding pipeline
and adjusts communication channels accordingly.

This paper describes the changes made to the infras-
tructure of MARS to allow pipeline expansion and how
the actual expansion is works. In Section 2 we give
an overview of the components of MARS and in Sec-
tion 3 describe the changes made to infrastructure and
walk through an example of how the pipeline expan-
sion works. In Section 4 we demonstrate the features
and bene�ts of pipeline expansion using a well-known
graphics pipeline application. In Section 5 we review
related works and close in Section 6.

2 The MARS SYSTEM

MARS is comprised of six di�erent components: the
wrapper, the native communication layer, the message
routing layer, the remote service layer and remote invo-
cation layer and the MARS module layer. Each of these
components is either a preprocessing component, a run-
time library or a support layer for remote invocation.
The MARS component relationship is shown in Figure
1.

Overall, MARS works by �rst wrapping the compo-
nent modules so that I/O and control paths can be re-
directed into the MARS layer. A leader code is then
constructed to orchestrate the execution of all wrapped
modules and provide them with the information nec-
essary to construct communication channels between
themselves. After that, the codes are then initiated and
controlled by the leader, and communication is done di-
rectly from module to module, without involving the
native �le system. The following subsections provide a
more detailed description of each of these MARS com-
ponents.

2.1 Wrapper

The wrapper is the preprocessing component of the
MARS system and is responsible for transforming the
legacy module into a MARS module server. Once the
module is wrapped with the runtime routines provided
by MARS, it is ready to be instantiated by a leader
module.

The wrapper runs as a source-to-source translator,
taking a legacy code as input and outputting the same
code but with code added to manipulate I/O and con-
trol paths. For example, all external entry points are
wrapped into remote service request handlers, and a
generic dispatch program is installed as the new �main�
procedure. This dispatcher then waits for remote invo-
cation instructions from the leader and executes them
as they arrive.

In addition to changing the control points, the wrap-
per re-directs all program I/O to the distributed I/O
layer within MARS. This is necessary because most
stand-alone applications would normally write to the
local �le-system, yet we want the data streamed over
sockets to another module.

An important characteristic of the wrapper and the
MARS system is to enable a wrapped program to run
in �stand-alone� mode, in which it should behave ex-
actly as it did before being wrapped. This allows
for single-source development of these legacy modules,
which greatly simpli�es code development and mainte-
nance since each change does not have to be posted to
multiple versions of the same program.
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2.2 Distributed I/O

Most scienti�c applications use disk-based I/O routines
to generate data that is later analyzed or used as input
by another program. There are a variety of problems
with disk-based I/O, but the two main problems are
the inability to share data between modules that do not
have access to the same �le-system and the performance
degradation of using �les for passing data between mod-
ules.
To combat these problems, MARS integrates dis-

tributed input and output routines in an I/O layer
called DINO (not to be confused with the DINO lan-
guage). The DINO layer abstracts �les from the phys-
ical devices and substitutes existing native communi-
cation channels instead. These communication chan-
nels are then routed through a dynamic router table
that keeps track of which communication channels are
connected together. In addition to providing a way to
send data once destined for a �le through a socket to
an arbitrary recipient, DINO also permits multiplexing
the data to multiple destinations, including �les. So,
for example, an original call to fwrite might be trans-
formed into a DINO call dfwrite that sends the data
not only to another module over a TCP/IP socket, but
to a named �le as well.

2.3 Native Communication Layer

The native communication layer is the foundation for
message passing in the MARS system, but is considered
independent of MARS since di�erent types of schemes
can be used to pass messages. In our current imple-
mentation of MARS, the TCP/IP transport layer is
used, which is available on all systems today. However,
other transport schemes could be used as well, such as
UDP/IP or FastMessages.
The choice of TCP/IP as our transport layer allows

MARS to be executed over many di�erent network link
layers, including 10/100 baseT Ethernet and �ber ATM.
Currently, the only requirement of the native commu-
nication layer is guaranteed ordered message passing
along any single channel, though this restriction could
be eased with additional code to ensure this ordering.

2.4 Router Table

The router table is our novel data structure used to
install and track communication channels, and works
much the same way as a network packet router table.
The idea is that a sender has an outgoing channel ad-
dress to which data will be posted. The router table

contains a setting that connects this channel to some
physical communication descriptor, such as a socket or
�le descriptor. At any time, and without knowledge or
cooperation of the sending client, the router table can
change this mapping and e�ectively change the destina-
tion of the output stream. The ability to dynamically
alter the output destinations for our virtual I/O chan-
nels permits us to implement expanding pipelines, and
will be discussed in more depth in Section 3.

In order to keep track of when the router table should
alter the destination for a given channel, the router table
keeps a schedule for each channel. This schedule allows
the local router tables to modify themselves at each syn-
chronization point in order to avoid constant communi-
cation with the leader. This means that a schedule not
only contains information about how to map a given I/O
channel to a given physical I/O descriptor, but provides
a way of changing this mapping locally so that constant
updates from the leader are not necessary.

Another function of the router table is to track �les
that are associated with a particular channel. At run-
time the leader provides a set of �lenames and then as-
sociates each �lename with a particular channel. When
the legacy code is executed and a particular �le is
opened, the new DINO open function searches the
router table's �lenames. If the �lename is found the
new �le structure is associated with that channel, oth-
erwise the �le structure is associated with a �le pointer
as it would be in the original legacy code.

2.5 Remote Service Layer (RSL)

The remote service layer (RSL) is the primary message
passing layer for structured messages. RSL communica-
tion is ordered between modules along virtual connec-
tions because the native communications layer is sim-
ilarly ordered. This ordering of RSL messages is re-
quired to ensure proper synchronization and execution
of the entire MDA. RSL messages are asynchronously
transmitted and received, without explicit return val-
ues in the general case. Special �elds in an RSL mes-
sage header facilitate synchronicity (if desired), but this
synchronicity comes from how the message is processed.

The RSL also takes charge of processing messages,
which is to dispatch the correct service on the remote
node. Given the set of language primitives, the RSL
translates and implements all requests in all RSL mes-
sages. It modi�es the router table, invokes native proce-
dures within the wrapped module, and establishes data
channels.
The RSL also performs many functions requested by
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the MARS programmer, such as logging. Log �les are
opened and written, and the level of logging is set using
the RSL.

2.6 Leader Code

The MARS module layer is used to create leader codes.
Leader codes are modules that coordinate all other mod-
ules in a multidisciplinary application. The MARS
leader is a set of language primitives, control func-
tions and a data structure that represents the connected
pipeline. The construction of a leader code is broken
into three areas. The �rst is declaration and assign-
ment using the language primitives, the second is setup
of instances of the modules, and the third is functional
control of the system.

The declaration area uses language primitives to de-
clare modules and de�ne the properties of the modules.
It is similar to de�ning a class in C++ and setting meth-
ods and variables associated with the class. The prop-
erties of a module type are used when a module is in-
stantiated to create the correct connections.

The next part of the leader code controls the ini-
tialization of the data structure used to represent the
pipeline and instances in the pipeline. Once an instance
of a module in the pipeline is declared and recorded,
data channels are created that are associated with a par-
ticular module. These data channels are then linked to-
gether according to more language primitives. Then the
entire pipeline is instantiated and connected together
using the RSL layer.

The �nal area of the leader code is the functional
code which describes the coordination of the program by
executing stages of the pipeline and directing the data
according to the programmer's plans. This is done by
passing messages to modules directing them to execute
some function, and sending router table updates which
rede�ne the data channels.

3 Pipeline Expansion

Many coordinated applications take the form of a
pipeline, where the output of one module is used as
the input for the next, and so on. Once a pipeline is
established and data begins to �ow, it often becomes
apparent that there is a bottleneck at some �stage� of
the pipeline. This bottleneck has the e�ect of elimi-
nating the pipeline parallelism that might otherwise be
exploited, and reduce the overall execution time of the
pipeline to the time it takes to execute that single stage.

While testing an earlier version of MARS [6], we came
up against this exact problem, and saw the opportu-
nity for an interesting and useful optimization, namely
pipeline expansion. The idea behind pipeline expan-
sion is to make duplicate copies of the slow stages in
a pipeline, thus eliminating the bottleneck. While it
would be possible for a user to continually re-structure
their code in an attempt to continually remove these
bottlenecks, such an approach su�ers from two major
problems. First, the user must be able to spot the
bottlenecks, which may not always be easy. Second,
and more importantly, the location of these bottlenecks
change over time, making a static approach only some-
what useful.

In light of these observations, we set out to modify
MARS so that it would be able to recognize pipeline bot-
tlenecks and expand the pipeline to remove them. More-
over, we wanted our software design to enable changing
the pipeline expansion dynamically, and thus be able to
adapt to changing application modes.

3.1 Changes

To achieve this new functionality we modi�ed both
the router table and the module layers' data struc-
tures so that pipeline expansion could be expressed.
Several data structures were also added to the mod-
ule layer, including a table of instantiated modules
(mod_table), and two connection tables, one for out-
put connections (send_table) and one for input con-
nection (read_table). The mod_table tracks all in-
stantiated module and all the module's input and out-
put connection ids. These ids are indexes into the other
tables (send_table and read_table). The connection
tables have a connection id, a list of channel ids, and
an index to the mod_table. The list of channel ids is a
list of indexes in the opposing connection table, which
representing connections between channels. Thus the
send_table has a list of indexes to the read_table and
similarly for the read_table's connection list.

This set of structures allows information about any
part of the pipeline to be obtained easily. Informa-
tion about a module's connections can be obtained
by indexing the send_table and read_table through
the mod_table's connection ids. Similarly information
about a module is obtained through indexing the con-
nection table entry's mod_table id. Combining this
scheme, information about the previous or next module
is obtained by indexing a mod_table entry's connection
id, then indexing an id from its connection list and then
indexing that id's mod_table id. Refer to Figure 2.
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At the setup stage of the leader module, a single stage
pipeline is created, with one instance of each module.
This initializes the data mod_table, send_table, and
the read_table. To expand a stage within the pipeline
an instance within the pipeline is identi�ed for expan-
sion and a duplicate instance is created. Using the orig-
inal instance, all connections are created in two con-
nection tables. To make this clear one instance of a
connection will be referenced. Assume that the orig-
inal module has an output connection O, then a new
instance in the send_table is created, O'. The entry
O's connection list is copied to the O' connection list.
Next every read_table index in the O' list is updated
by adding O' to its connection list. This process hap-
pens for all of the module's connections, both input and
output connections. Finally using all the connection in-
formation new router tables are sent to the duplicate
module and to any module that is connected to it, in
order to establish the actual connection to the duplicate
module.

A
B

A

A

B

id

id

Mod_id output input
lists

input

B

mod_table

read_table

sent_table

lists
output

lists

BA

This process ensures that the pipeline connection
graph is fully connected, which is necessary for both
forward and backward traversals. To ensure the correct
ordering of data as it progressed through the graph,
a schedule structure was created. This schedule table
identi�es a particular channel and indicates a policy for
either sending or reading from its connection list. These
schedules are based on an execution number which is
incremented by the leader for every time the functional
portion of the code is executed. This allows us to set
a range of executions for which a particular schedule is
valid. By specifying this range the module no longer
needs constant communication with the leader, which

is necessary to ensure good performance.

The basic policy used during pipeline expansion is a
round robin schedule. This rotates through the con-
nection list sending data across each channel then re-
peating through the list. However a di�erent policy
might be needed if a speci�c instance with in a stage
is bottlenecked. This policy might specify sending and
reading data from the faster instance multiple times for
every send and read from the bottlenecked instance. By
using di�erent scheduling policies, the pipeline can be
optimized for a speci�c run.

3.2 A Walk Through

To further describe the process of expanding a stage, we
will follow the steps in expanding the following pipeline
where there are declarations of modules A, B, C, and D
data channels ai, b [I ]

i
, b [O]

i
, c [I ]

i
, c [O]

i
, di.

1a 1dA DCB 1O]b[1b[I] 1 c[O]1c[ I]

After the initialization and spawning of the modules
within the pipeline, Figure 3 shows how the modules
are connected. At some time during execution, it is de-
cided that B is a bottleneck and the total execution time
would be improved by expanding B's stage. Using the
expansion process explained above, B is duplicated with
one input and one ouput channel. Then using b[I ]1's
connection to a, b[I ]2is connected to A via a2 which is
just the process of adding b[I ]2 to a's connection list.
Figure 4 shows the graph after the addition of b[I ]2 to
a's list as a2 and, likewise the process is duplicated for
c[I ]'s connection list to produce c[I ]1 and c[I ]2.

A, C and the new instance of B are sent new sched-
ules based on this pipeline con�guration. The schedule
alternate sending data over a1and a2 and reading data
form c1and c2, based on the execution number. Based
on this same execution number each instance of B is
executed alternatively.

BA

B

1

2

DC11

a2

2

a1

]Ib[ b[

O]Ib[ b[ ]

]

c[ d1O

O

]Ic[ ]

Figure 4

This process of expanding stages can be applied any
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number of times to any stage. So lets examine the same
pipeline but expanded B's stage and C's stage as in Fig-
ure 5. Now all four modules are sent new schedules. A's
schedule indicates that it will alternate between every
three executions. Each schedule sent to B will direct
data to C based on odd or even execution numbers. C's
schedule is similar to A's in that it alternates by three
determining which instance of B is should read from,
but C's out put schedule alternates based on odd and
even. Finally D's schedule alternates on odd and even
exactly like C's output schedule. This scheme ensures
that data isn't lost or become unordered during execu-
tion.

B

B

a

3

2 2

1 1

3

3

d23a

1a

2

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

2

C

]Ib[

]

b[I]

B

D

C

A

I

Ic[b[ ]O ]

c[O]

b[

]

1d

c[O

Figure 5

4 Application

To be able to expand a stage of the pipeline, the data
must meet one requirement; iterations must be inde-
pendent of one another. We refer to these independent
iterations as �granules,� and assume that they can be
sent to any instance of a pipeline module that we've
expanded.
For our target application, we will examine a famous

image transformation problem that reads in multiple
pictures and processes them using several techniques
arranged in a pipeline. Three di�erent transformation
techniques (or pipeline stages) are used: is, which in-
creases sharpness of the image; po, which posterizes the
image; and rn, which reduces the noise in the image.
We can identify a picture as a granule since it is inde-
pendent of any other picture, and represents the unit of
work that is sent through the pipeline.
To create our MDA, we add wrap these modules to

create MARS MDA components and add a fourth com-
ponent: one that writes images to a �le (wr). In addi-
tion, we construct a leader module to control the overall
execution of the image transformations. Figure 6 shows

the pipeline's con�guration at the start of execution.

Figure 6

As the pipeline begins execution, we determine that
is and rn are bottlenecks within the pipeline and, as
a result, both is and rn are expanded to speed up the
execution time for the entire pipeline. The resulting
pipeline is shown in Figure 7. The leader now sends
alternating pictures to each instance of is, according to
a a round-robin schedule. Similar schedules are sent to
po and wr. These schedules indicate which incoming
and outgoing channels the module will read/write the
data on. The schedule instructs the leader to pass data
to is1, and based an a similar schedule passed to po,
po will read data from is1. By scheduling the entire
pipeline's route, the data will arrive at wr in the proper
order. It may occur that wr's channel from rn2 has
data on it, but as long as wr's schedule indicates that
the next granule is expected from rn1, wr waits for data
on rn1. This ensures the correct ordering of data.
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Chart 1

Chart 2

As our data [6] in Charts 1&2 indicate, the expansion
of a pipeline can decrease execution times depending on
the execution times of each module. Chart 1 shows
that on a Sun test bed, the MARS modules executed
almost twice as fast as the original setup. However,
with a three stage pipeline, we were hoping for more
pipeline parallelism and something closer to a threefold
improvement in execution time (hey, we're greedy). But
it was found that is and rn take a signi�cantly larger
to execute than po and wr. Our obtained performance
of a twofold improvement now makes sense: two stages
of the pipeline are dominating the execution time.

By expanding the pipeline, is and rn were expanded
to a depth of three and the execution times for the entire
pipeline decreased, making the pipeline over 3 1

2
times

faster. The speedup in the pipeline is now limited by the
speed at which both the leader and the wr module could
read and write to the disk (i.e., I/O bound). The system
could execute in constant time on any number of pic-
tures if a simple reader module where created. This the-
oretical result assumes that the system resources could
handle large number of instances of each module.

Extending MARS with the capability of dynamically

expanding a stage at runtime instead of at implementa-
tion allows the same improvements in execution times
and also gives the programmer the ability to steer the
execution by manipulating the pipeline as he or she sees
�t. Dynamic expansion also allows for scheduling and
expansion based on the decisions made by some outside
application that monitors the system resources to best
�t the pipeline to the execution times of each instance.
By using such a monitoring application, single execu-
tion speedup is accomplished. Re�ning the pipeline no
longer takes pro�ling and recompilation. The MARS
leader can re�ne the connection graph during execution.

5 Related Work

MARS presents an approach for providing a software
infrastructure that supports execution of multidisci-
plinary applicatins. In doing so, it must address mul-
tiple issues of coming task and data parallelism. There
are a number of other projects that are looking to pro-
vide useful models for integrating task and data paral-
lelsim, including Fx [7], Orca [8], Opus [2,3,9].

Fx provides Fortran language extensions that allow
data parallel sections of code to communicate through
channels (similar to MARS). Each of these data parallel
executions is called a task, and communication between
tasks (via channels) occurs only at task entry and exit
points, resembling the way in which data is commu-
nicated between a calling program and a subroutine.
Although Fx is good for the design of new task par-
allel codes, it is not particularly well-suited for MDA
applications [1]. First, within a single invocation, the
Fx language provides excellent support for communi-
cation and parallelism. However, between two distinct
codes, both written in Fx, the MDA builder is once
again responsible for handling communication. In e�ect,
a static (where modules are never added or removed)
MDA could be easily built as a single Fx program, but
altering the ensemble would require re-coding and re-
compiling the entire Fx code (or else the user has to
build a runtime system to provide the needed support).

Orca is a task parallel language that supports process
allocation in a manner similar to MARS. Like MARS
module invocations, Orca tasks can be dynamically cre-
ated and mapped to speci�c execution nodes. However,
there is no explicit message passing in Orca. Instead,
communication is handled by applying user de�ned Ab-
stract Data Type (ADT) operations on shared objects.
Orca collections are good for coarse-grained parallelism
as operations on ADTs are always exclusive and indi-
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visible [1]. Once again, since Orca is a complete pro-
gramming language, users are limited to programming
in Orca. This does limit the possibility of using legacy
codes, and it also prevents users from easily extending
the Orca speci�cation.

The Opus language speci�cation was designed for
specifying how to create and ex ecute multidisciplinary
applications at a language level [1]. Opus takes a data-
centric approach to the MDO problem, introducing the
ShareD Abstraction (SDA) for coordination and com-
munication. SDAs act as data repositories, communica-
tion channels, and occasionally as compute nodes within
Opus ensembles. While Opus is geared at MDA execu-
tion, it di�ers signi�cantly from MARS in that is is a
language speci�cation, whereas MARS provides a soft-
ware infrastructure for MDA execution. Thus MARS
may even be used as the compilation target for Opus.

Another runtime approach to providing MDA sup-
port can be found in the CHAIMS project [4,5]. While
similar in goals to MARS, CHAIMS operates at a much
higher level of abstraction. Rather than providing a
low-level infrastructure to support legacy module inter-
actions, CHAIMS takes the Corba route of providing
objects that know how to perform some task and tell
others who might inquire about it. The idea is that
there would be a large collection of these CHAIMS ob-
jects just sitting �out� in the computation space, and
an MDA designer need only query them for the cor-
rect functionality and then call upon them for work.
This approach is not performance-oriented (as we've
seen from Corba), and su�ers from the problems of not
readily accepting legacy modules.

6 Summary

The primary goal of the MARS project is to build a soft-
ware infrastructure to support multidisciplinary appli-
cations. These applications are formed from collections
of modules that often include not only newly-created
modules, but also legacy programs. The working mod-
ules that form an ensemble cooperate in a heterogeneous
execution environment, frequently are composed of clus-
ters of workstations.

By extending MARS to include dynamic expansion,
complicated leader codes are eliminated, and replaced
by simple function calls that perform the stage expan-
sion operations. Dynamic stage expansion also allows
outside applications that monitor the system resources
to direct the expansion. This allows single execution
speedup instead of pro�ling and optimizing the source

code.
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